Web seminar: How to write a research paper

20 November 2013

Stay in touch: Sign up to our web seminar update

Missed the seminar?

WATCH THE RECORDING ONLINE

Join our web seminar on How to write a research paper led by IDEAS Epidemiologist Dr Tanya Marchant

The webinar, presented by Tanya Marchant, IDEAS Senior Lecturer in Epidemiology, will provide advice on the steps involved in writing a scientific paper for peer review publication, including developing the key messages, identifying target journals, structuring the content, the submission process, and avoiding common mistakes.

How do I join?

To take part in the web seminar you need a headset with a microphone, a computer, internet connection and the latest Java update installed.

Please email alice.curham@lshtm.ac.uk and krystyna.makowiecka@lshtm.ac.uk if you would like to attend.

On 20 November 2013 sign into the web seminar at 9:30am GMT via this link.
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